
Kahshe Quest 3 - 2022 

Instructions 
Part 1 	 	 	 The what3words Quest 
On the Answer Pages following these instructions you will find a list of 30 locations (20 word 

signs and 10 distinctive features) on Kahshe and Bass Lakes, and 7 Bonus Questions.

The 30 locations are to be visited in any order by noon on Sunday August 14th.


Each what3words address is located within 50 metres (150 ft) of the sign or distinctive 
feature you are looking for.  


You do NOT have to be, and rarely will be, in the 3 metre square of the address when you 
take your picture.  In some cases the sign will not be visible from the what3words address 
or the what3words address will be on a dock or on the shore and Rule 3 (see below) states 

that you must not go ashore.

In order to prove that you were there, you must take a photograph of the same team 

member(s) at each location with the sign or distinctivei feature clearly visible and 
recognisable in the background.


Rules 
Rule 1.	 Stay safe.

Rule 2.	 Have fun.

Rule 3.	 All pictures should be taken from the water.  Do not trespass on private 	 	 	
	 	 property. 

Rule 4.	 Play fair.  Do not steal any of the signs since this would involve breaking 	 	 	
	 	 Rules 1, 3 and 4.


It is strongly recommended that you travel by paddle power or in a small engined tinny.  
Leave the big boats at home.  Who can afford the gas anyway?!!!


My thanks to the organisers of the Regatta, the Fishing Derby and the 5K Run, to Denne’s 
Marina and to all the sign hosts for being part of Kahshe Quest 3. 

Part 2  The Quest Short Story 
1. This part is optional and intended mainly for Youth participants, although I 

would be delighted to receive Adult offerings also.

2. Write a Quest story of 300-1500 words, incorporating at least 15 of the 20 

words you have found and 5 of the 10 distinctive features, NOT the locations 
themselves, just the type of feature.  Bonus points will be awarded for using 
more than 15 or 5.


3. Your quest can take place anywhere and anywhen.  Let your imaginations 
run riot. The best entries will be published in the Krier over the next few 
issues.


!" Please use Times New Roman 15pt or Helvetica Neue 14pt and#$%&$'%&$(#($)#
first occurrence only of all the sign words and features that you used in 
your story.




How to submit your entries 

The what3words Quest 

Hard-copy submissions 
Photographs should be printed no more than six to a page. 

Please hand in  
during the Fishing Derby on August 13th at the Erin Swirla / Luke Miller 
cottage between 8am and 4pm, 	 benchmark.lowered.queens

or at Denne’s Dock between 3pm and 4pm,  coordinated.equestrian.pension

or at the Price dock by 6pm on Sunday  the 14th    reroute.jostle.envelope


Online submissions 
to


keithonkahshe@bell.net 
by


 6 pm on Sunday August 14th 

………………………………………………………… 

The Quest Short Story 

Short story submissions. ONLINE only 
Short story entries can only be submitted online and should be 

sent to 
 keithonkahshe@bell.net  

by 
Sunday August 21st. 

They will be judged by a high school English teacher who has no 
connection to Kahshe, i.e. a totally impartial judge. 

mailto:keithonkahshe@bell.net
mailto:keithonkahshe@bell.net


Answer Page 1 

Team name  ________________________________________ adult/youth (circle one) 

Team members  _________________________  __________________________


Include age _________________________  __________________________  

if 16 or under	 	 _________________________  __________________________ 

Location Distinctive Feature  

latter.target.windowless ______________________________ 

fleshly.muffins.irritably ______________________________ 

hoop.delis.sieves ______________________________ 

struts.cutely.impeccably ______________________________ 

Informed.underpass.athletics ______________________________ 

floats.yearbooks.products ______________________________ 

buttered.reintroduced.snoozes ______________________________ 

mitigating.lengthen.struggle ______________________________ 

logo.fitting.composition ______________________________ 

recital.springs.denying ______________________________ 



Answer Page 2         Team name  _______________________________ 

Location Word 

huts.recessions.hollowed ______________________________ 

transitional.notoriously.oranges ______________________________ 

dismounted.pathways.sprint ______________________________ 

comical.bolsters.chinos ______________________________ 

actress.weeps.rumble ______________________________ 

cogs.defied.report ______________________________ 

grail.unlimited.largely ______________________________ 

subatomic.spades.alliances ______________________________ 

impaired.windsurf.planned ______________________________ 

design.dirt.toils 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ______________________________


payroll.adjusting.overbuilt ______________________________ 

swum.closed.compose 	 	 	 	 	 ______________________________


beaker.airports.grilled ______________________________ 

hedges.labels.spaceship ______________________________ 

exhausts.protects.scribbles ______________________________ 

cautionary.finance.sacrificed ______________________________ 

treads.forays.forecast ______________________________ 

dispensed.jest.conductor  ______________________________ 

thorny.intolerant.translation ______________________________ 

supper.sculpture.recessions ______________________________ 

http://www.apple.com


Answer Page 3         Team name  _______________________________ 

Bonus questions 
1).  What purpose do the ducks at comical.bolsters.chinos serve?


No asking the owners. Figure it out for yourselves. 
                  

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

2). a. What are the names of the 2 rivers that flow into Bass Lake?

     b. Which one were you at?


a)____________________________________________________ b)__________________________ 

3). a. Where would you normally find examples of the distinctive feature at 		 	
mitigating.lengthen.struggle ?           b. What are they called?


Again, no asking the owners. 

a)________________________________________ b)______________________________________ 

4).  At which two locations could you safely take one photograph (with team member) 
to prove you were at both?


_____________________________________   _____________________________________

Prove it!  

5).  What are the two names commonly given to the distinctive feature at 
floats.yearbooks.products ?


Again, no asking the owners.  Prove that you are true Kahsheites and that you 
read the report of the 2021 Quest in the Krier.  

_____________________________________   _____________________________________


6).  Which of the 90 words making up the 30 what3words addresses is best suited to 
be in a Quest story?  Feel free to use it in your story.

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 _______________________________________


7).   Did you have fun doing the Quest?  Be careful!  This is a trick question.  There is 
only one correct answer!  The wrong answer will disqualify you!!!

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 _____________________


